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Biographies
Undergraduate Student Contributors 
Abigail Burmeister is a junior at the University of New Hampshire. She is a Sociology major and 
Recreation Management and Policy minor. This research paper was written in her Methods of Sociological 
Research class. She spent a semester studying abroad in Budapest, Hungary, learning about European 
culture and history. Her interests include traveling and learning about different cultures, helping those with 
disabilities (especially children), and sports. 
Danielle Ennis is a senior with a dual major in Sociology and Justice Studies with a minor in Forensics. 
She wrote her paper, “The Effects of Caffeine on Health: The Benefits Outweigh the Risk”s for her Drugs 
and Society class. After graduation she will be pursuing a Master’s Degree in Social Work and continuing 
her education here at the University of New Hampshire.  
Nick Pacheco is junior dual major in Sociology and Justice Studies with minors in Economics and 
Forensics. His paper on the effect of strategically reducing US military involvement was written for a course 
on Terrorism, while the paper on student exercise and academic achievement was written for Research 
Methods. After graduating, Nick plans to intern in Washington D.C. and apply to graduate school for an 
MBA.  
Alexandru Panait is a senior Sociology major and History minor at the University of New Hampshire.  
He wrote this paper for Cesar Rebellon's Terrorism course.  Alex is a regular participant in the UNH 
Undergraduate Research Colloquium.  After graduating he plans on applying to sociology grad programs to 
study sociology of contemporary culture focusing on media and technology in the United States and Japan 
with a background in criminology and quantitative sociology. 
Undergraduate Student Editors 
Benjamin Bullock (Co-Editor) is a senior Sociology major and Women's Studies minor at the 
University of New Hampshire.  
Sharon Tarleton (Co-Editor) is a senior at UNH. She double majors in Sociology and Psychology with 
minors in Classics and Political Science. She is a recent recipient of the UNH Movers and Shakers 
Collaborative Leadership Award which she would like to dedicate to her invaluable Perspectives team, 
every member being deserving of the highest levels of recognition and praise. After traveling extensively, 
especially around the Mediterranean, she intends to further her education through graduate studies most 
likely in the field of social work with an emphasis on policy. Her hobbies include reading, writing poetry, 
singing, and talking comics. 
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Graduate Students and Faculty 
Anne Shattuck (anne.shattuck@unh.edu) and Nick Adams (nau56@wildcats.unh.edu) are the graduate 
student editors and mentors for Perspectives. Anne and Nick are both Sociology Ph.D. students at the 
University of New Hampshire. 
Thomas Safford, Ph.D. (Tom.Safford@unh.edu) is an Associate Professor in the Sociology Department 
at UNH. Dr. Safford is the Director of Undergraduate Studies and the faculty advisor / mentor for 
Perspectives (2013-2014). 
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